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During her 12 years of practicing architecture, Sara Beardsley has 
advanced awareness of technical and sustainable design issues related 
to tall buildings, both new and existing, and heightened the discussion 
of large-scale buildings’ contribution to carbon emissions. Sara’s 
experience has led her to become a sought-after expert on energy 
performance in both new and existing buildings, with a special focus on 
supertall towers and the regeneration of cities. She has lectured widely, 
and has been recognized both within the Chicago community as well 
as internationally as a leading exponent of energy modernization and 
performative design.
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During her 12 years of practicing architecture, Sara Beardsley has led 
and contributed to many locally and internationally renowned projects.  
She has advanced awareness of technical and sustainable design issues 
related to tall buildings, both new and existing, and heightened the 
discussion of large-scale buildings’ contribution to carbon emissions.
Sara’s experience has led her to become a sought-after expert on energy performance in both new and existing 
buildings, with a special focus on supertall towers and the regeneration of cities. She has lectured widely, and 
has been recognized both within the Chicago community as well as internationally as a leading exponent of 
energy modernization and performative design.

As a Senior Architect at Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture and previously at Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill, Sara has worked on a number of large-scale and supertall projects. Currently, she is a team leader on 
a confi dential new world-class tower, which will be the world’s next tallest building. Sara also acted as a senior 
architect on the sustainable modernization and design of the Willis (formerly Sears) Tower Renovation and an 
adjacent 50-story Hotel project in Chicago (2008), and served as a senior technical coordinator on the Head 
Offi ces for the Federation of Korea Industries tower in Seoul, Korea (2009). In her previous role at SOM, 
Sara served as the project architect for the $90 million GSA renovation of Mies vand der Rohe’s E.M. Dirksen 
Federal Courthouse in Chicago (2005-2006); she also had a key technical and leadership role on the design 
of the 95-story Trump International Hotel & Tower in Chicago (2003-2005). On the large-scale urban level, 
Sara was a key member of the AS+GG team that developed a “DeCarbonization Plan” for the City of Chicago. 
The overall plan creates a design framework to lower Chicago’s carbon emissions to meet the 2030 goals; Sara 
specifi cally focused on the development of guidelines for the reduction of carbon within existing buildings in 
the study area.

During her early years practicing architecture, Sara worked with the National Park Services’ Historic American 
Engineering Record, studying and documenting historic bridges which are now published in the Library of 
Congress.  She also interned at Holabird & Root, where she contributed to the Booth Library Expansion and 
Renovation at Eastern Illinois University (1999-2000) and the construction drawings for Rem Koolhaas’ IIT 
Student Center.

Sara’s reputation as a leading proponent of designing energy modernization projects began with her work 
on the GSA Design Excellence renovation of the Dirksen Federal Courthouse in Chicago. The scope of 
services included an exterior wall analysis, complete systems upgrade and renovation of selected interior 
spaces. Sara also led the development of a building standards prototype document—a reference piece that 
received extraordinarily positive feedback from the GSA and one that they have stated could have far-reaching 
applications for federal properties.

Sara’s experience on the Dirksen renovation greatly enabled her work on the design of another landmark 
Chicago building renovation: The Willis (then Sears) Tower.  In 2007, AS+GG was engaged to study 
sustainable strategies for an energy modernization of the 110-story Willis Tower.  Sara led the team, working 
with Willis Tower ownership to study the building’s energy use and set aggressive goals for the reduction 
of carbon emissions in the tower. The plan—which addresses a complete retrofi t of the façade; mechanical 
systems; lighting systems; elevator systems; green roofs; and co-generation and renewable energy—looks 
to save 68 Million kwh / year or 72 million pounds of carbon annually, reducing the base building’s electricity 
signifi cantly: up to 80 percent.  As part of the project, a concept for a Sustainable Learning Center and a 
mockup for the world’s tallest green roof were completed. Sara has acted a spokesperson for AS+GG and 
the project on an international scale, lecturing widely about the implications of the project and Willis’ ability 
to set a new precedent for others to follow in terms of the importance of saving energy through retrofi ts. She 
also worked with the Chicago Architecture Foundation to help create an exhibit and has spoken at length with 
national and international media about the project.

Statement of Contribution

Sara Beardsley, AIA LEED AP
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Federation of Korean 
Industries 

2. The Mansion

3 .  Willis Tower Hotel 

4. Willis Tower Greening 
Project
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Statement of Contribution

After the Willis Tower project, AS+GG realized there were implications 
applicable to the entire Loop area.  In 2009 the fi rm embarked on 
a comprehensive, bold new “DeCarbonization” plan to achieve 
aggressive carbon savings goals by the year 2020. Sara participated 
in this project—which won a 2010 R+D Award from Architect 
Magazine—with a particular focus on developing a set of guidelines for 
the reduction of carbon in existing buildings in Chicago’s Loop.  She 
assisted in studying the collective energy use for all Loop buildings and 
in developing the concept for a parametric energy model designed to 
measure and illustrate energy savings opportunities on an urban scale.
Sara’s expertise encompasses both the technical and design aspects architecture, giving her a comprehensive 
understanding of the components of large-scale projects. In addition to leading technical teams for the projects 
like Willis Tower, the FKI Headquarters Building, Verde Offi ces in Dubai (2008) and The Mansion, also in 
Dubai (2007), Sara worked as a design lead at AS+GG on a proposed 80-story hotel tower in Dubai (2009) 
and on the 50-story Willis (formerly known as Sears) Hotel Tower in Chicago (2007-2008).  

In explaining her architectural philosophy, Sara likens buildings to “living, functioning, machines”—organisms 
that have air intakes and outlets to breathe, windows for light, elevators for transportation of materials, and 
“brain/ nerve centers” in their mechanical fl oors. Sara believes that understanding buildings in this way goes 
hand-in-hand with looking at how buildings consume energy—as all of the elements that use energy are also 
those things that are necessary for the building to function.  It’s a philosophy that led her to join the AS+GG 
team, and one that she thinks will become more and more prevalent in the new century, as energy usage and the 
engineering of buildings become more important factors in the design of buildings.

Sara has lectured extensively about her work on existing buildings and decarbonization of cities to local, 
national and international audiences within the design and construction community as well as to the GSA. 
Lectures to the public have included presentations to the Chicago Architecture Foundation, Friends of 
Downtown, the Chicago Public Library and student groups. Published articles include “Making the Case for 
Façade Renovations” in ASHRAE’s High Performance Buildings journal as well as interviews for the Chicago 
Tribune, Alberta Venture and Metropolis magazine.  She is currently co-authoring a chapter on refurbishment 
for the forthcoming CTBUH publication “Tall Buildings Reference Guide,” to be published in 2011 by Taylor & 
Francis.  

In addition to her work educating the public, Sara is passionate about expanding opportunities for those within 
the profession. She’s an active member of AIA and Chicago Women in Architecture.  Within AS+GG she’s 
developed a mentoring program, organized educational factory tours and guided young professionals in the 
completion of IDP. She also helped lead Architectural Registration exam preparation seminars at AIA and 
within AS+GG.  

Sara’s long list of lectures and publications represents a signifi cant educational contribution which has raised 
the level of discussion about energy issues in existing buildings. She has increased discussion of technical issues 
related to energy performance in existing supertall buildings. 

More importantly, she has brought to light the broader issue of the need to renovate cities. Design 
professionals today are ready to address the challenge of reducing existing buildings’ contribution to carbon 
emissions, but municipalities, developers and owners are still grappling with the value of these retrofi ts as they 
relate to fi nancial realities. Through her work, Sara encourages existing large-scale buildings to be recognized 
as assets in the form of an untapped environmental resource, which will encourage legislators, municipalities 
and buildings owners to make widespread energy retrofi ts a reality. The realization of these types of projects is 
benefi cial not only to the design industry but to future generations to come.

Sara Beardsley, AIA LEED AP

1 .  Dirksen Federal Building 
east facade

2.  Willis Tower existing 
single- pane windows

3. Eastern Illinois University: 
Booth Library Renovation 
and Expansion

4.  Trump International 
Hotel & Tower
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“Each old window is like a car 

driving around, and people don’t 

think of it that way—it’s just a 

window.  But maybe we need to 

start thinking about it that way.”  

- Sara Beardsley;  Chicago 

Tribune interview



DESIGN ARCHITECT

Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill 
Architecture

Exhibit 1:  Willis (Sears)Tower Sustainable Modernization + Hotel
  Chicago, Illinois
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SELECT PUBLICATIONS

Blueprint, August 25, “The 
Willis Tower,” 2010 

Alberta Venture, July 1, 
“Architects Build 
Environmental Features into 
Design,” 2010

SUSTAINABLE MODERNIZATION

In 2007, Willis Tower’s ownership engaged AS+GG to study sustain-
able strategies for the tower. As Senior Architect on the project, Sara 
led AS+GG’s efforts to study the energy performance of the building 
and developed a list of strategies for its improvement. The resulting 
Greening and Modernization Project, set a goal to save 68 million kwh 
of electricity annually, reducing the base building’s electricity use by 
80 percent. In a related development, AS+GG also designed a highly 
sustainable, 50-story fi ve-star hotel to be built on the south side of the 
Willis Tower plaza. The hotel will operate using only part of the energy 
savings from the Willis Tower greening project, which means the hotel 
will draw net zero energy from the power grid.
Proposed upgrades to Willis Tower include exterior wall and glazing upgrades, elevator modernization, ad-
vanced lighting controls and mechanical improvements. Water conservation upgrades and the installation of 
green roofs also have been proposed. At grade level, pervious paving has been proposed to replace the current 
granite plaza paving on the south portion of the site to mitigate storm water runoff and urban heat island effect.  
At Wacker Drive and Adams Street, a new landscaped park would be added. On Adams, the existing granite 
wall would be replaced by a digital art wall displaying public announcements and other pedestrian-friendly art 
installations. The Adams Street plaza level would be landscaped with a green roof and trees. The project as a 
whole will improve upon an already important site in Chicago, offering new public amenities while also setting 
promoting sustainability in a very public way.

1 2

ROLE OF NOMINEE

Project Architect/Senior 
Designer
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GROWING UP SOME 15 MILES from 
downtown Chicago in west suburban  
La Grange, Ill., Sara Beardsley (ARCH ’02) 
found her gaze continually drawn to the 
city’s famous skyline. Years later, she is 
leading a team responsible for reshaping 
one of the skyline’s most prominent 
landmarks. While its name change from 
Sears Tower to Willis Tower made local and 
national news in 2009, the tallest building in 
the Western Hemisphere is now undergoing 
a quieter revolution—it’s going green. 

Beardsley, project architect for the 
proposed $300 million renovation, says that 
just about every major system—from the 
windows to the elevators to the plumbing—
in the 37-year-old Chicago commercial 
icon will be brought up to speed for these 
sustainable times. What’s more, the project 
will showcase how to effectively retrofit 
other skyscrapers. 

“There’s so much potential in existing 
buildings,” says Beardsley, who serves as a 
senior architect at Chicago-based Adrian 
Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture, the firm 
heading the project. “It’s almost like having 
a well of energy.”

Mehdi Jalayerian, senior vice 
president and managing principal of the 
International and Special Projects Division 
of Environmental Systems Design, Inc., 
the company contracted to reposition 
the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing 

systems in Willis Tower, notes that across 
the United States existing buildings account 
for 40 percent of energy needs while new 
buildings require only 1 percent.

“The Willis Tower greening and 
sustainability efforts will serve as an 
education tool for the rest of the buildings 
across the world,” says Jalayerian, who 
is also an adjunct research professor 
in the Ph.D. program at IIT College of 
Architecture. By the time Willis Tower’s 
major greening efforts are expected to be 
complete in 2016, a savings of 80 percent of 
the annual base building energy usage will 
be realized. 

Willis Tower has made advances over the 
past two decades in reducing its annual 
electricity consumption and water usage, 
and improving its lighting efficiency, but 
the current project is considered to be the 
most significant sustainable modernization 
project of an existing building ever 
undertaken. The building’s owners decided 
to reduce the tower’s carbon footprint 
even further after performing a feasibility 
study with Beardsley and other AS + GG 
members, whom they approached about 

designing a high-performance hotel next to 
Willis Tower. The firm signed on to do the 
hotel but asked the owners to first consider 
greening the tower as a way to meet the 
new hotel’s energy needs.  

According to Beardsley, a feasibility study 
done on Willis Tower helped to determine 
which green ideas would reap the greatest 
benefits for both design projects, and 
it showed that the savings potential on 
the existing tower could make a much 
larger impact in terms of reducing carbon 
emissions than even the highest-efficiency 
new building. The goal of both projects is to 
illustrate how sustainable technology can 
be best used in an existing building and a 
new building. 

“Reducing the energy demands of  
Willis Tower would be equivalent to 
powering the hotel many times over,” says 
Beardsley. “Once the greening project is 
complete, the hotel and tower are going to 
take less energy together than Willis Tower 
takes today.” 

Some renewable strategies—wind 
turbines, solar panels, and a green roof  
at 1,100 feet—are being tested as part of  
the project, says Beardsley, who joined  
AS + GG for its emphasis on energy-
efficient and sustainable architecture.  

— Marcia FayeAS + GG Architecture: www.smithgill.com
Willis Tower Project: www.willistower.com/icon
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Sara featured 
in IIT 
Magazine, 
Spring 2010

Sara featured 
in the Alberta 
Venture, July 
2010

Metropolis, June, “Skyline: 
Willis Tower,” 2010

High Performance Building, 
Spring, “Chicago’s 
Opportunity,” 2010

IIT Magazine, Spring, “Eyes 
on the Horizon,” 2010

Chicago Tribune, April 20, 
“Ten years of Green Roofs in 
Chicago,” 2010
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1 .  Site plan

2 .  Willis Hotel Ballroom
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1 .  Diagram explaining 
energy use in terms of 
trees planted

2.  Proposed learning center

3. Willis Tower green roof 
mock-up

4. Chicago Model City 
exhibit

5.  Solar panel diagram

6. Exterior wall diagram
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EDUCATIONAL COMPONENT

In addition to working with ownership to prioritize sustainable 
strategies, Sara also coordinated with ith exterior wall and MEP 
consultants, as well as developed the green roof mockup on the 
90th fl oor of the building, conceptual materials for the Sustainable 
Technology Learning Center, and  descriptive diagrams to present the 
project to the City of Chicago and various educational seminars about 
energy issues in existing buildings.  
The renovation and energy modernization of the tallest building in the western hemisphere received signifi cant 
attention from both the architectural community and the press as an important example of environmental 
stewardship and the need to update the existing building stock. Because of her groundbreaking work, Sara 
was asked by both AS+GG and the project ownership to become a spokesperson for the project, lecturing 
widely both in Chicago and nationally. She also assisted in the development of an educational exhibit about the 
project at the Chicago Architecture Foundation. Here the energy savings is explained and illustrated in terms 
everyone can understand—for example, relating electricity use to number of trees planted, or automobiles 
removed from the road.
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WILLIS TOWER HOTEL

When Willis Tower was constructed, additional caisson capacity was 
built into the southwest corner of the site with the intent that a hotel 
building would be someday added.  Sara also led the design of a 
proposed 49-story, 650,000 sf, 5-star hotel on the southwest corner of 
the site. This proposed hotel includes a 5-story podium building which 
incorporates a new skydeck tourist entry, retail space, restaurants and 
amenity/ballroom space for the hotel.  
These amenities will bring vitality to the street corners along Jackson, and 24-hour activity to the site.  The 
form of the proposed concept—a thin, curved tower with skygardens at intermediate levels throughout the 
building—has been developed to maximize views both from the building and from Willis Tower. The building 
is shaped like a wing to accelerate the wind into two rows of integrated wind turbines at the northwest and 
southeast corners of the tower.  The roof of the building is a photovoltaic glass dome which will generate 
power and act as a winter garden amenity space.  The base of the podium building extends across the site in 
planes of large roof gardens.  A plaza-level garden which is accessible to the public wraps around the entire site, 
incorporating a new park along Wacker Drive and a green roof/art wall along Adams Street.

The new mixed-use building concept has been developed to be a showcase project for renewable energy, 
technology and the creation of public green space.  Through energy improvements to the existing Willis Tower, 
offsetting the addition of the new more effi cient tower, a “positive energy project” (in which less power from the 
grid is used after completion of the project than before) can be achieved. This would be groundbreaking for 
the City of Chicago, and could secure a positive future for one of Chicago’s architectural icons while setting a 
shining example for future development in the city.

DESIGN ARCHITECT

Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill 
Architecture

ROLE OF NOMINEE

Project Architect/Senior 
Designer

1 .  Early sketch by Sara 
Beardsley

2 .  Early hotel model

3. Hotel site plan

4. Wind studies 

SELECT PUBLICATIONS

Construction Writers 
Associates, January, “Tall 
Buildings Go Green,” 2010 

Chicago Tribune, November 
1, “Willis Tower looks to go 
green, from the rooftops on 
down,” 2009

Architect’s Newspaper, 
October 14, “Willis Tower,” 
2009

Toronto Star, October 10, 
“Towering Example,” 2009
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1 .  3-D hotel model

2 .  Hotel rendering

3. Hotel skygarden

ADDITIONAL PUBLICATIONS

Chicago Tribune, June 25, 
“Sears Tower plans hotel, 
self-greening,” 2009 

Chicago Sun-Times, June 25, 
“Lofty ‘green’ renovation for 
Sears Tower,” 2009

New York Times, June 
24, “Sears Tower to be 
revamped to produce most 
of its own power,” 2009 

Crain’s Chicago Business, 
June 24, “Sears Tower 
owners propose 5-star 
hotel,” 2009

Chicago Sun-Times, March 
4, “A new brush with history,” 
2009 

CTBUH Journal,Issue 
III, “Willis Tower eco-
renovation,” 2009

Midwest Construction, 
February 17, “In a Stalled 
Economy,” 2009

Engineering News-Record, 
January 19, “Green-Retrofi t 
Work Thrives in Uncertain 
Economic Times,” 2009

Columbus Dispatch, 
November 30, “Tall Tales,” 
2008 

Travel + Leisure, November 
1, “New American 
Landmarks: the Skyscraper, 
Chicago,” 2008

Chicago Sun-Times, 
October 12, “Tall Order for 
Tower,” 2008 

Building, October 8, “Sears 
Tower set for £85m green 
makeover,” 2008
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RENOVATION + BACKFILL PROJECT 

Sara was the project architect and technical coordinator on SOM’s 
renovation of the historic Everett McKinley Dirksen Courthouse, 
from 2005-2007. She led the architectural team, coordinated with 
engineering consultants, worked with GSA Region 5 clients, and liaised 
with the Design Excellence program in Washington, D.C.   
The Dirksen Renovation included a complete mechanical systems modernization, as well as select interior 
spaces including courts swing space and the fi tout of three tenant fl oors. The project design took special 
consideration for historical concerns for the Mies van der Rohe design and the logistics of construction in an 
occupied courts building. The design team examined energy issues in the building, and completed full record 
drawings as well as clash detection using laser scanning. 

As part of the renovation project, SOM also performed an exterior wall study.  The scope of this study covered 
energy usage, blast concerns, thermal comfort, structural feasibility and historical concerns for the landmark 
façade. When complete, the renovation project will position the building to continue to serve the U.S. courts 
and other federal tenants for many years to come, and address many maintenance issues in the mid-century 
modern building.

DESIGN ARCHITECT

Skidmore, Owings, & 
Merrill, LLP

ROLE OF NOMINEE

Project Architect/Technical 
Coordinator

Exhibit 2:  Everett McKinley Dirksen Federal Courthouse Renovation
                     Chicago, Illinois

Sara Beardsley, AIA LEED AP

BUILDING DESIGN STANDARDS PROJECT

GSA commissioned SOM to develop a building standards prototype document based on the Dirksen Federal 
Courthouse, and Sara was team leader for this effort. The intent of this document is to facilitate a way for 
large, signifi cant high-rise buildings (especially those with historical features) to keep continuity and integrity 
of design during the necessary renovations that take place due to changes in tenancy. The reference piece 
received extraordinarily positive feedback from the GSA and they’ve stated it has the potential to be far-
reaching in positively affecting the quality of federal properties.

1 .  Exterior wall interior view

2.   Exterior wall

3 .  Perimeter heating 
system 

4 .  Dirksen Federal 
Building 

5.  GSA Design Standards 
publication
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Sara was a key team member on the SOM—designed Trump 
International Hotel & Tower from 2003 to 2005, from Schematic 
Design through the Construction Administration phase.  Sara did 
a large portion of the technical coordination work on the tower from 
Level 2 and up, including cores, stairs and mechanical spaces. She also 
participated in fi eld observation and shop drawing review, as well as 
meetings with the City of Chicago regarding permitting and Phased 
Occupancy (a concept largely pioneered by the senior technical 
architect on the project, Peter Weismantle and unprecedented for 
Chicago), which allowed the hotel to be operational before the tower 
was even completed.
The tower expresses a truly modern architecture consistent with the architectural heritage of Chicago. It 
is formed to refl ect its mixed-use functions and maximize views along its prominent riverfront site. Setbacks 
in massing provide connections to the surrounding context, relating the tower to the neighboring Wrigley 
Building and the Mies van der Rohe-designed IBM Building to the west. The clear glass and light palette of 
materials enhances the detail and whiteness of the Wrigley Building while contributing to a shimmering façade. 

A cantilevered glass canopy at the Wabash Street entry features a circular ramp, which is connected to the 
parking levels in the tower. This double-helix ramp is clad in a translucent laminated glass and backlit during 
evenings, adding a lantern-like glow to the adjacent plaza.

At the base of the tower, the building is raised 30 feet above Wabash Avenue, opening up a series of 
landscaped terraces that step down three levels and nearly 70 feet to meet the Chicago River. The promenade 
provides an open pedestrian walkway and public assembly spaces, further activating the riverfront. 

DESIGN ARCHITECT

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 
LLP

ROLE OF NOMINEE

Project Architect/Technical 
Coordinator

Exhibit 3:  Trump International Hotel & Tower
                     Chicago, Illinois

Sara Beardsley, AIA LEED AP

SELECT PUBLICATIONS

Chicago Tribune, August 8, 
“Trump Tower ‘topping out’ 
vindicates those who said 
skyscrapers would go on 
after 9/11,” 2008

Business Week, October 8, 
“Undaunted, skyscrapers 
reach higher,” 2008

Globe and Mail, May 9, 
“Raising the Roof,” 2009

Chicago Tribune, May 10, 
“A tale of two urban plazas: 
Trump’s merits a big thumbs 
up,” 2010 
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Chicago Building Congress, 
Merit Award

2010 Concrete Reinforcing 
Steel Institute, Design 
Award

2010 Friends of Downtown, 
Best New Building Award

2010 Illinois Society of 
Professional Engineers, 
Chicago Chapter, 
Chicagoland Excellence in 
Engineering Project Award, 
Structural Division

2009 Chicago Architecture 
Foundation, Patron of the 
Year 

2009 Chicago Building 
Congress, Merit Award

2009 Construction Industry 
Service Corporation, 
Project of the Year: New 
Construction

2009 CTBUH, Best Tall 
Building Americas: Finalist

2009 Midwest 
Construction, Project of the 
Year, Mutlifamily Residential

2009 Midwest 
Construction,  Project of the 
Year, Overall
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Sara was a lead technical architect on the 50-story, 240 meter new 
head offi ce building for the Federation of Korean Industries, which 
represents major Korean companies such as Samsung, LG and Hyundai 
Motors. AS+GG won an international competition to design the 
tower in 2009, which will be a signifi cant new addition to the skyline 
of Seoul, South Korea. Sara was a leader on the large team during the 
Design Development phase, including document checking, consultant 
coordination and the realization of the unique exterior wall design.
This highly sustainable project will feature an innovative exterior wall designed specifi cally for FKI. The building 
skin is designed to help reduce the internal heating and cooling loads of the tower and collect energy by 
integrating photovoltaic panels into the spandrel areas of the southwest and northwest facades, which receive a 
signifi cant amount of direct sunlight per day. 

By angling the spandrel panels 30 degrees upward toward the sun, the design team maximized the amount of 
energy collected, generating enough power to help maintain the electrical systems throughout the tower core 
and the offi ce space. Just below the spandrel panels, the vision panels are angled 15 degrees downward toward 
the ground, minimizing the amount of direct sun radiation and glare. Together, the alternating spandrel and 
vision panels create a dynamically rippled façade that is both environmentally progressive and visually striking, 
giving the tower a unique architectural presence on the skyline. The tower includes copious garden space and 
abundant natural light, with an aim to augment the workplace environment and facilitate a high quality of life 
for building tenants. The building features strong views of neighboring Yeoido Park, the Han River and the city. 

The sculptural podium piece is located on central Yeoi-Dae-Ro Avenue, further promoting the tower’s public 
identity. The podium amenities feature a 500-person ballroom, which has the capability of splitting into three 
smaller spaces. Also included is a central restaurant and conference center with rooms ranging from lecture-
style 150-capacity spaces to more intimate discussion rooms. All spaces are fl exible and are fi tted with marble 
fl oors and wood slat walls.  

The building broke ground on September 29, 2010, with completion slated for 2013.

DESIGN ARCHITECT

Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill 
Architecture
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Project Architect/Technical 
Coordinator
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“From a sustainable 
perspective, the building 
has been designed in much 
the same way as a fi nely 
tuned instrument.  The solar 
canopy equipment adjusts 
its angle so that it maximizes 
the altitude of the sun. The 
energy collected will also 
reduce the cooling load and 
provide air-conditioning 
savings.” 

- Translated from Korean

Concept Magazine May 2010

SELECT PUBLICATIONS

The Architect’s Newspaper, 
February 11, “Unveiled: 
Federation of Korean 
Industries Tower,” 2010 

RICS Business, March 10, 
“Power Tower,” 2010 

Concept Magazine Korea, 
May 10, “New Head Offi ce 
of the Federation of Korean 
Industries,” 2010
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ZA’ABEEL HOTEL PROJECT 

In 2008, Sara was the design lead for schematic design of a super-
tall hotel tower and surrounding development in Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates.  Her responsibilities included team leadership, presentation 
materials, 3D modeling and coordination of renderings as well as 
physical models.   
This project was commissioned by a major developer as part of an overall master plan for a sustainable city.  
The development parcel included an 80-story hotel and residential tower, two 16- to 20-story offi ce towers, 
a transit station and a banquet hall for a total area of over 2 million square feet.  The design of the entire 
development features entirely self-shading, layered facades.  As the centerpiece of the site, the hotel tower 
features a dynamic tapering shape with a large interior atrium.  

The east and west faces of the tower are designed as a faceted veil to defl ect the sun’s rays and allow only 
north-facing glass. The south face features deep balconies. The complicated shape of the tower was 
structurally and geometrically rationalized into a system of shear walls that followed a stepping cylindrical form.  

DESIGN ARCHITECT

Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill 
Architecture

ROLE OF NOMINEE

Project Architect/Technical 
Coordinator
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The Chicago Central Area DeCarbonization Plan was developed in 
part as a response to AS+GG’s design for the energy modernization of 
Willis Tower. AS+GG realized there were implications from the Willis 
study that were applicable to the entire Loop area, and in 2009 the fi rm 
embarked on a comprehensive, bold new “DeCarbonization” plan to 
achieve aggressive carbon savings goals by the year 2020. 
Sara participated in this project—which won a 2010 R+D Award from Architect Magazine—with a particular 
focus on developing a set of guidelines for the reduction of carbon in existing buildings in Chicago’s Loop.  She 
assisted in studying the collective energy use for all Loop buildings and in developing the concept for a para-
metric energy model designed to measure and illustrate energy savings opportunities on an urban scale.

The plan lays out a methodology for meeting the goals of the Chicago Climate Action Plan, which would mean 
a 25% reduction in carbon emissions below 1990 levels by 2020, and the 2030 Challenge, which set a goal of 
100% reduction in carbon emissions for new and renovated buildings by 2030.

The plan articulates eight key strategies to meet the city’s carbon reduction goals. The fi rst, “Buildings”, is the 
one with which Sara was primarily involved and which builds off her work with Willis Tower. This section of the 
plan investigates how existing structures can be upgraded to improve energy effi ciency, increase the value of 
aging building stock and tap into the potential to transfer excess energy loads back to the grid, all while offset-
ting the need for new construction.

Other strategies include “Urban Matrix,” which envisions increasing the residential density of the Loop by en-
hancing amenities, adding schools and services and converting aging offi ce buildings to residential; “Smart In-
frastructure,” a look at how energy can be generated, stored, distributed and shared; “Mobility,” an assessment 
of transit and connectivity; “Water,” which examines how this critical resource is used and conserved; “Waste,” 
an assessment of citywide processes and systems for reducing, recycling and disposal; “Community Engage-
ment,” which proposes various programs to engage citizens in the green agenda; and “Energy,” an examination 
of existing and new energy sources.
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1 .  Carbon countdown

2.  Urban matrix 

3. Carbon footprints

SELECT PUBLICATIONS

Architect Magazine, 
August 11, “2010 R+D 
Award for Sustainability: 
Chicago Central Area 
DeCarbonization Plan,” 
2010 

World Architecture News, 
February 18, “AS+GG 
completes fi rst phase of 
Chicago DeCarbonization 
Plan,” 2010

Architectural Record, 
October 29, “Adrian Smith 
Develops ‘Decarbonization’ 
Plan for Cities,” 2009
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Verde Offi ces is part of a two-tower, mixed-use development in Dubai’s 
Maritime City. The sustainable, high-performance project, created 
to achieve a LEED Gold rating, is one of several new sustainable 
developments in a green community across from Port Rashid, one 
of the largest ports in the region. Sara served as the lead technical 
architect for the tower including consultant coordination and detailing 
of the building envelope and skygardens. She also assisted in the early 
phases of the project with city submittals, programming and zoning 
studies.
The offi ce tower is a trapezoidal-shaped, 32-story offi ce tower featuring 820,000 square feet of space, 
including verdant sky gardens and podium offi ces. The tower is shaped to minimize the impact of solar and 
wind forces. Its orientation on the site allows the tower to shield itself from the strongest solar gain with its 
minimal west and east facades. Other sustainability features include a green roof deck with indigenous 
landscaping to minimize water consumption; a district cooling system; roof-mounted and facade-integrated 
photovoltaic cells, which also provide exterior shading; solar hot water collectors for solar cooling; and 
environmentally responsive interior shading and lighting controls.

The project’s green strategies include high-performance glass; energy-effi cient lighting equipment and 
appliances; a gray-water collection and re-use system; and two trash chutes to pre-sort recyclables. Verde 
Offi ces will be accessible by light rail, water taxi and bus and bicycle lanes.

On-site-generated energy from renewable sources reduces energy demand in the offi ce tower by 50 percent 
compared to typical buildings of the same size. Energy produced by Verde Offi ces will reduce carbon 
emissions by more than 18 metric tons, equivalent to planting about 300,000 trees or removing 340 cars off 
the road yearly. Verde’s sustainable design features were endorsed by the renowned environmental scientist 
Dr. R.K. Pachauri, co-winner of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize and chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel for 
Climate Change, who participated in the project launch on March 26, 2008.
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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD, WASHINGTON, D.C.  /  PENNSYLVANIA

The National Park Service’s HAER program is tasked with documenting signifi cant American engineering 
structures.  During the Pennsylvania Bridges project in 2003, Sara contributed to the study and documentation 
of fi ve steel and concrete bridges from the late 19th century, now published in the Library of Congress.

DESIGN ARCHITECT
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1 .  Yeakle Mill Bridge 

2 .  Yeakle Mill Bridge 
perspective

3 .  Yeakle Mill Bridge 
analytical drawing

1 .  Emmond House by Frank 
Llloyd Wright 

2 .  Richard Maher’s Pleasant 
Home

3.  Maxwell Street Buildings 
during documentation

1 .  EIU Booth Library  

2 .  EIU Booth Library

3 .  EIU Booth Library

4 .  IIT Campus Center

HISTORIC PRESERVATION,  GILMORE FRANZEN ARCHITECTS,  INC,  OAK PARK,  ILLINOIS

Lesley Gilmore and Robert Franzen led this small Oak Park fi rm that specialized in historic preservation.  
Projects in which Sara participated included the documentation of Richard Maher’s Pleasant Home (Oak 
Park); the restoration of the Richard G. Emmond House by Frank Lloyd Wright; the Grant Wood Studio in 
Cedar Rapids, IA; and the Section 106 documentation of Maxwell Street (Chicago, Illinois) prior to demolition.  
Through these projects she gained a special awareness for the Midwest’s architectural heritage. 

COMMERCIAL WORK,  SCHECKERMAN KOCH ASSOCIATES AND SCHAFER ASSOCIATES,  CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

As part of her Intern Development process, Sara interned with the above commercial fi rms. Projects included 
tenant fi touts such as 222 S. Riverside (Chicago), department stores and bank projects. These internships 
included client and consultant interaction and development of space planning skills.

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS  HOLABIRD AND ROOT

Sara learned many of her architectural documentation skills at Holabird & Root (1999-2000).  Projects 
at Holabird & Root included construction documents for the Booth Library at Eastern Illinois University 
Renovation and Addition, and construction documents for the IIT McCormick Tribune Campus Center.
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